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Conclusion
As the facility agesw it also recieves new upgrades which

increase its capabilities. After nearly xI years of operation it still

maintains itself as one of the best light sources in the world. It

boasts one of the few free electron lasers of the world.

This new equiptment for SFX experiments has the potential to innovate the field of

structural biology when combined with one of the best light sources in the world.

My experiments merely scratched the surfacew but as the years progress and this

technology is perfectedw it will contribute many scientific advances to mankind. It

was both an honor and a priviledge to work at such a wonderful place with

wonderul people.
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Reflection
I learned quite a bit from this coop.

Not only did I learn high level problem

solving skills and engineering improvisational skills

when things go wrongw but also I learned how to interact with people

whom I share neither cultural simililarities nor a language. Traveling and

working in this country was both peaceful and enjoyable. The people I

worked with were individuals that are top in their fields and had unmatched

intellects and it was an honor to learn from such people. The work I did on

this coop solidified the field which I would like to enter as a career once I

graduate.

Outcomes
I succesfully collected data for new droplet equiptment which was

going to be used for sample delivery in the SFX experiments. I

collected velocity profiles for droplets at different voltages and

determined teir hoptimal working parameters. Shortly afterw this

equiptment was used to collect X‐Ray diffraction data by a team of

international scientistsw and it performed according to the

experimentally deterimined parameters.

Introduction
X‐Ray Crystallography is a very powerful tool in determing the three

dimensional structure of proteins at the atomic level. This is an

analytical tool used in many fields such as medicine to determine the

conformational changes caused by potential ligands and their target

protein. It can also be used in strucutural biology where novel

proteins in crucial pathways involved in diseases or basic homeostatic

functions are determined. The process by which these structures are

determined requires the purification of a proteinw

crystallizationw and x‐ray diffraction studies. The quality

of the final data is depedent on the both the quality of

the crystals and the x‐ray source. With the advent of

synchotron radiation and their ever increasing

brilliance and fluxw the crystal size requirements

decreased. Even with synchrotronsw crystallizing some

proteins to the required sized proved overly difficult.

Therefore a method called SFX ESerial Femtosecond X‐

Ray Crystallographyk was developed.

Activity
The equiptment development engineers maintainw developw and optimize

equiptment for the XFEL EX‐Ray Free Eletron Laserk. As the strongest type

of light sourcew novel sample delivery systems and data capture methods

have to be created for scientists who need the light sources for their

groundbreaking novel experiments. As part of the teamw I tested an

alternative sample delivery system for the SFX which replaced the initial

electrospinning technique which was previously used.


